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We help you:

»  Gain a new and better outlook on you

»  Become self-aware of your strengths and what you bring to the table

»  Dress better on an incredibly affordable budget

»  Live a healthier life with how you eat, sleep and rest

»  Build a tailored plan for your wardrobe, closet and pantry

»  ‘Fine-tune’ your life to make a difference for yourself and others

KELBERT MCFARLAND
Your Image Coach

Subscribe to Kelbert’s Channel and Library at FineTunedLivingOnDemand.com

Become more confident about you

Dress professionally to make your impact



KELBERT MCFARLAND
Your Image Coach

Subscribe to Kelbert’s 
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FineTunedLivingOnDemand.com
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90
MINUTE
lunch-n-learn

»  A new fine tuning outlook
»  The basics of styles, colors and the messages they send
»  The power of clothes and how they reflect personalities
»  First steps on what to wear and when to wear it
»  For up to 12 team members (B.Y.O.Lunch)

$500

ONE
-on-

ONE

»  Individualized coaching and visiting your closet 
»  A personalized assessment of your wardrobe and your goals
»  A review of what to keep and not to keep and how to combine
»  Selections to match you, your personality, and your goals
»  Beginning your game plan, color palette and selections
»  Go shopping together (or go online) and getting started

4 hours $395
8 hours $795

HALF
DAY

beginners
training

»  Self-awareness of you, your personality and your message
»  Techniques and first steps on what to wear
»  Approaching your closet and tailoring for your body and style
»  The basics of the other 3 staples (food, spaces and life)
»  How to build a game plan for yourself to get started
»  For up to 12 team members$1,450

FINETUNED
LIVING

How to become more confident about yourself

Dress more professionally to make your impact
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